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ABSTRACT: This paper is a continuation of [1] to quantify the stresses and strains for cutting tools. A method that is
developed continuously and economic in time and material cost is the use of virtual methods and analysis by finite
element method which is closely linked with the development of computer hardware and software.
The finite element method (FEM) can be explained from two interwoven points of view: mathematics and physics. [2]
The basic concept is to divide the physical interpretation (disassembly, partitioning, separation, division) of a complex
mechanical system into simpler components dissociated called finite elements or elements.
The mechanical response of an element is characterized by a finite number of degrees of freedom, represented by the
values of unknown function, as a set of nodal points. The response of the element is defined by algebraic equations
form from physical arguments.
If a system is complex, his solving is made by successive divisions, obtaining subsystems that can be divided that this
process of division will continue until each subsystem behavior is simple. These primitive pieces called elements will
interact with each other resulting behavior of the system.
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sometimes lead to errors because of the
improper geometric tolerance of entities.
An important step in achieving more
accurate results (after geometry) is the
meshing structure stage in which the
structure is divided into elements that will
approximate the shape of the structure in a
manner which is closely based on the
number of elements that perform
discretization structure (Fig. 1).
The meshing structures can be
achieved by two methods:
 h-element method
 p-element method.
In the case when achieve meshing is
made by h-element meshing errors that
may occur (Fig. 2) can reduce the
smoothness of the mesh that increase the
number of items or using finite element
curves (Fig. 3).
Making a discretization for a cutting
element with a p-element method is more

INTRODUCTION
1. The stages of finite element
method analysis
Using specialized software for the MED (IDEAS, Ansys, Nisa, etc...), it goes to the
study of structures that comprise the steps:
preprocessing and postprocessing. [2]
Preprocessing is the initial stage for the
structure and in which is define: the system
of units, the system of reference the model
structure geometry, the material that will
make the structure, the type of element
used for meshing structure, the analysis
will be carried out; loads structure ,
contour conditions, the type of used solver.
Although CAD programs have a pretty
good editor for complex structures is easier
achievement geometry with specialized
software for 2D drafting, 3D and export as
SAT or IGES file type, which can
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easily achieved for curved elements,
because the process of discretization by pelement uses places of discretization
typically for this process of the element
(elements tetraedale, rectangular, etc.). If
for the h-element discretization is used a
number of parameters to achieve the
correct process which take into account

standard value in the p-element method to
check meshing process is used the error of
normal energy, global or local.
To determine the sustainability of static
or dynamic of the structure element or life
time estimation, the material must contain
the necessary parameters of these types of
analysis.

Fig.1 Discretization error based on the number of elements

Fig.2 The fineness of discretization
Fig.3 Dimensional curvilinear element
• punch OSC10 covered by sparks-6574
daN;
• chrome punch OSC10 6693 daN;
• Quenched and tempered punch
205Cr115-6771 daN;
• punch OSC10 nitrided-6831 daN;
• Quenched and tempered punch OSC106949 daN.
For this analysis were used
tetraedale elements of second order. The
number of nodes of the piece was 24090,
and of the elements of 14714.
It worked in the international system of
units with the following values:

2. Establishing the calculation model
For the study has been used
SolidWorks software running on a Pentium
IV computer.
The model of the punch created in this
program is shown in Figure 4.
For the the five studied punches will
consider part of the support of the punches
on the front recessed and their active area
uniformly
distributed
force
(experimentally determined) variable size
for each active tool, as follows:
• New OSC10 -6483 daN punch;
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ρ=7,85·10-6 kg/dm3; E=2·e11; T=25 ºC;
δE=4,16.
(1)

The method of used discretization is helement and the method of integration is
Kutta-Merson.
It will provide support conditions and
forces as in Figure 5.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
After establishing contour conditions will be
done a first static analysis under the forces on
the front surface.

It can be seen that at the end of the tool
the tensions are increasing, which in practice
is confirmed by lateral wear of the punches.
In Table 1 shows the pressure values in active
tools.

3. Tensions Von Misis.
The value of these voltages are shown in
Figures 6-11 for which was realized the
optimized model.
Table nr.1
Nr. crt. Name of the punch
1
The new OSC10 punch
2
The punch OSC10 coverd by sparks
3
Chromed OSC10 punch
4
Quenched and tempered 205Cr115 punch
5
Nitrited OSC10 punch
6
Quenched and tempered OSC10 punch

The pressure [Pa]
5,1660
5,2385
5,3333
5,3955
5,5373
5,9778

Fig.7 The punch OSC10 coverd by sparks

Fig.6 The new OSC10 punch
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Fig.8 Chrome OSC10 punch

Fig.10 Nitrited OSC10 punch

Fig.9 The punch 205Cr115
Fig.11 Quenched and tempered OSC10 punch
4. The deformations of tools in the
direction Ox.
In the figures 12-17 are presented the
displacements of the tools in the direction Ox.
The figures show the the values of
deformations in the direction Ox seen in the

Nr. crt.
1
2
3
4
5
6

fact that some have positive values and on the
other hand have negative values.
This means that punches are subjected to
bending at first hand, and at stretching on the
second hand, basically showing buckling
punches. The maximum values of these
displacements are presented in Table 2.

Table nr.2
Name of the punch
New OSC10 punch
The punch OSC10 coverd by sparks
Chromed OSC10 punch
Quenched and tempered 205Cr115 punch
Nitrited OSC10 punch
Quenched and tempered OSC10 punch
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Displacement on the Ox [mm]
0,0055982
0,0056768
0,0057795
0,0058469
0,0058987
0,0060006
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Fig. 12 New OSC10 punch
Fig.16 Nitrited OSC10 punch

Fig.13 The punch OSC10 coverd by sparks
Fig.17 Quenched and tempered OSC10 punch

Fig.14 Chromed OSC10 punch

Fig.18 New OSC10 punch

Fig.15 Punch 205Cr115

Fig.19 Covered by sparks OSC10 punch
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properties, which has led at wear different for
each tool separately. Since the cutting edges
are rounded to quenched and tempered tools
of the cutting forces increase, thus leading at a
much higher pressure which supports the tool
in comparison with the other punches. The
tensions Von Misis in Figures 6-11 shows the
stress distribution along the of the tools
noting that the slightest pressure from a punch
OSC10 supports covered by sparks 5.2385 Pa,
and the greatest pressure supports a punch
quenching and tempered OSC10 5 9778 Pa.
These voltages range from the cutting edge
where the maximum voltage values are to
support the contact pressure plaque which
voltage values are minimum. Due to the
greater length of the tools in comparison with
their diameter buckling phenomenon occurs
illustrated in Figures 12 to 23 (representing
on the one hand, and on the other of the tool),
which is observed in the direction of the
displacements Ox. The smallest movement on
Ox axis (0.005676 mm) punch has covered
OSC10 spark and largest OSC10 has
quenching and tempered punch (0.0060006
mm). In conclusion for greater durability of
the cutting tool is recommended by stamping
punch in OSC10 covered by sparks,
conclusion that was confirmed in [1].

Fig.20 Chromed OSC10 punch

Fig.21 Punch 205Cr115
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Fig.22 Nitrided OSC10 punch

Fig.23 Quenched and tempered OSC10
punch

2003

CONCLUSIONS
Due to various treatment technologies
(quenching
and
tempering,
ionitriding,diffusion spark, hard chrome) on
the OSC10 punches were made different
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